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Wallace's American Trotting Register ...

1909

the second volume of the two volume set the fruits of empirical linguistics
focuses on the linguistic outcomes of empirical linguistics the contributions
present some of the insights that linguists can gain by applying the new methods
progress within language study is accelerated by the new evidence since
language systems are more precisely captured readers will enjoy the fresh
perspective on linguistic questions made possible by the evidence based approach

Product

2009-06-02

the architecture of the human language faculty has been one of the main foci of
the linguistic research of the last half century this branch of linguistics
broadly known as generative grammar is concerned with the formulation of
explanatory formal accounts of linguistic phenomena with the ulterior goal of
gaining insight into the properties of the language organ the series comprises high
quality monographs and collected volumes that address such issues the topics
in this series range from phonology to semantics from syntax to information
structure from mathematical linguistics to studies of the lexicon

The Fruits of Empirical Linguistics: Product

2009

reprint of the original first published in 1873

The Life of Lorenzo De' Medici, Called The Magnificent
by William Roscoe. Vol. 1. [-4.]

1799

this book focuses on the involvement of the united states and the vatican in the
italian film industry between 1945 and 1960 gennari analyzes the tensions
between economic film industry political government and ideological pressures



Anthropologia

2023-10-01

scholarship on italian emigration has generally omitted the julian dalmatians a
group of italians from istria and dalmatia two regions that in the wake of
world war two were ceded by italy to yugoslavia as part of its war
reparations to that country though italians by language culture and
traditions it seems that this group has been conveniently excised from history
and yet julian dalmatians constitute an important element in twentieth century
italian history and represent a unique aspect of both italian culture and
emigration this ground breaking collection of articles from an international
team of scholars opens the discussion on these forgotten italians by briefly
reviewing the history of their diaspora and then by examining the literary and
artistic works they produced as immigrants to canada forgotten italians
offers new insights into such celebrated authors as diego bastianutti mario
duliani caterina edwards and gianni angelo grohovaz as well as visual artists
such as vittorio fiorucci and silvia pecota profoundly marked by the experience
of being uprooted and forced into exile by life in refugee camps and by the
encounter with a new culture first generation julian dalmatians in canada used
art and writing to come to terms with their anguished situation and to
rediscover their cultural roots

Aproximaci� al fet educatiu

1987

marble is one of the great veins through the architectural tradition and
fundamental building block of the mediterranean world from the parthenon of mid
fifth century athens which was constructed of pentelic marble to justinian s
hagia sophia in constantinople and the renaissance and baroque basilica of st
peter s in the vatican scholarship has done much in recent years to reveal the
ways and means of marble the use of colored marbles in roman imperial
architecture has recently been the subject of a major exhibition and the medieval
traditions of marble working have been studied in the context of family
genealogies and social networks in addition architectural historians have
revealed the meanings evoked by marble revetted and paved surfaces from
heavenly jerusalem to frozen water the present volume builds upon the body of
recent and emerging research from antiquity to the present day to embrace a
global focus and address the more unusual or at least unexpected uses
meanings and aesthetic appeal of marble it presents instances where the use of
marble has revolutionized architectural practice suggested new meaning for the
built environment or defined a new aesthetic moments where this well known



material has been put to radical use

Post-War Italian Cinema

2011-02-23

this innovative new volume offers an in depth exploration of scale one of the
most crucial elements in the creation and reception of art illustrates how
scale has compelled audiences to rethink the significance and importance of
specific works of art takes a comparative art historical approach exploring
issues of scale in an array of forms from islamic architecture to contemporary
photography a global consideration of scale with examples of work from
ancient egypt eighteenth century korea and contemporary europe the newest
addition to the art history special issue book series

Il padre G.B. Martini, musicista-letterato del secolo
XVIII

1891

cultural and intellectual dynamism often stand in close relationship to the
expression of viewpoints and positions that are in tension or even conflict with
one another this phenomenon has a particular relevance for early modern europe
which was heavily marked by polemical discourse the dimensions and
manifestations of this streitkultur are being explored by an international
network funded by the leverhulme trust united kingdom the present volume
contains the proceedings of the network s first colloquium which focused on
the forms of renaissance conflict and rivalries from the perspectives of history
language and literature

Bibliography of Polychaeta: Volume 1

2019-01-01

vol 1 life giotto 1334 is the first european artist about whom it is possible to
write following the schema of life and work the situation of the sources
however is complicated on giotto s life there are on the one hand biographical
accounts from the mid fourteenth century onwards that responded to various
ideological requirements patriotism humanism renaissance ideology cult of the
artist on the other there is extensive documentary material from giotto s
lifetime which seems to reflect less the biography of an artist than that of a
bourgeois businessman resolutely climbing the social ladder the present volume



focuses on this second aspect of the giotto figure s double life relating it to
the form of existence of the pre modern artist vol 2 works the paintings examined
and contextualised in this volume are those secured for giotto through early
written sources these sources also help to reconstruct the sequence of his
works and artistic inventions as is plausible in the context of media culture in
the decades around and after 1300 while giotto was spiritually and
intellectually formed in the sphere of the florentine dominicans his artistic path
began in rome in the shadow of the curia the breakthrough to his own artistic
concept came immediately before and during his work in padua in addition to
prominent churchmen ecclesiastical institutions and the king of naples his clients
were predominantly members of italy s urban and financial elites the adoption
and further development of his inventions by other especially sienese painters
pressured him in his later years to try new approaches again vol 3 survival
giotto is considered by many to be the founder of modern painting this thesis is
discussed and modified in the present volume on an empirical basis what emerges is
that giotto s impact cannot be reduced simply to the introduction of the study
of nature rather his art was involved in the development of pictorial idioms
that were attuned to the skills and interests of their audiences the new
approaches in his painting contributed in particular to the possibility of
examining and communicating psychological narrative and allegorical content
of great complexity outside the media of language and text which not only
changed the face of european art but certainly contributed to the intellectual
opening of western societies

Forgotten Italians

1881

as a new digital era increasingly impacts on the age of print we are ever more
conscious of the way in which information is packaged and received the influence
of the material form on the reading process was no less important during the
gradual shift from manuscript to early print culture focusing on the physical
structure and presentation of manuscripts and printed books containing texts
by one of the most influential authors of the medieval period rhiannon daniels
traces the evolving social cultural and economic profile of boccaccio s
readership and the scribes and printers who laboured to reproduce three of his
works the teseida decameron and de mulieribus claris

Bibliografia Siciliana, ovvero gran dizionario
bibliografico

2018-04-27



one of the most important series of drawings in late sixteenth century italian
art the twenty large sheets by federico zuccaro ca 1541 1609 showing the
early life of his older brother taddeo 1529 1566 was acquired by the j paul
getty museum in 1999 never fully published the series shows taddeo s trials and
tribulations as a young artist trying to achieve success in renaissance rome and
his eventual triumph the drawings contain charming details of the life of a
struggling artist and reveal much about the younger brother federico a
successful artist in his own right this volume published to coincide with an
exhibition at the j paul getty museum to be held from october 1 2007 to
january 6 2008 presents federico zuccaro s twenty drawings and accompanying
poems in their historical and artistic context and will be of interest to art
historians and general readers alike of particular importance is its examination
of the role of the copying of masterworks in the training of young renaissance
artists

Radical Marble

2016-03-07

distinguished linguistics scholar anatoly liberman set out the frame for this
volume in an analytic dictionary of english etymology here liberman s landmark
scholarship lay the groundwork for his forthcoming multivolume analytic
dictionary of the english language a bibliography of english etymology is a
broadly conceptualized reference tool that provides source materials for
etymological research for each word s etymology there is a bibliographic entry
that lists the word origin s primary sources specifically where it was first
found in use featuring the history of more than 13 000 english words their
cognates and their foreign antonyms this is a full fledged compendium of
resources indispensable to any scholar of word origins

To Scale

2015

exploring all the available sources this study which until now was only
available in greek presents us with an account of el greco s life up to the time he
left crete for italy in 1567 at the age of twenty six already an accomplished
professional painter nikolaos panagiotakes provides a thorough assessment of
earlier research on crete of the 16th century then goes on to present new
conclusions on the life of el greco deriving from the author s firsthand reading
of venetian archive material including questions relating to his birthplace
family name religious affiliation and apprenticeship as a painter the evidence
indicates that el greco was an established professional master painter earlier



than had previously been thought and also that he had a family before leaving
crete thus perhaps explaining why he did not later marry jer�nima de las cuevas
with whom he had a son in toledo this work marks a valuable contribution to el
greco scholarship particularly in its thoroughly substantiated assessment of
the evidence regarding the formative years in the life of el greco one of the
greatest of all european artists

Forms of Conflict and Rivalries in Renaissance Europe

1964

giovannino guareschi 1908 1968 was an italian journalist humorist and
cartoonist best known for his short stories based on the fictional catholic
priest don camillo in this study alan r perry explores the don camillo stories
from the perspective of christian hermeneutics a unique approach and the best
critical key to unlocking the richness of both the author and his tales the
stories of don camillo the cantankerous but beloved priest and his sidekick
communist mayor peppone continue to entertain viewers and readers their cold
war adventures mishaps arguments and reconciliations have a timeless quality
and their actions reflect endearing values that prevail even today the stories
delight to be sure but the best of them also force us to stop and think about
how guareschi so powerfully conveyed the christian message of faith hope and
love to appreciate the true genius of guareschi perry argues that we must delve
deeper into the latent spiritual meaning that many of his stories contain in
reflecting popular understandings of the faith the don camillo tales allow us
to appreciate a sacred awareness of the world an understanding communicated
through objects gestures expressions and actual religious rites the first full
length scholarly examination of the don camillo stories to appear this book
offers a solid appreciation of italian cultural values and discusses the ways in
which those values were contested in the first decades of the cold war

COWA Surveys and Bibliographies

2023-04-17

stagecrafting the city florence opera and technological modernity funeral
entrainments errico petrella s jone and the band global voices adelina patti
multilingualism and bel canto as listening ito per ferrovia opera productions on
the tracks aida media and temporal politics circa 1871 72



Giotto the Painter. Volume 1-3

1909

available for the first time in paperback this essential resource presents a
systematic introduction to dante s life and works his cultural context and
intellectual legacy the only such work available in english this encyclopedia
brings together contemporary theories on dante summarizing them in clear and
vivid prose provides in depth discussions of the divine comedy looking at title
and form moral structure allegory and realism manuscript tradition and also
taking account of the various editions of the work over the centuries contains
numerous entries on dante s other important writings and on the major subjects
covered within them addresses connections between dante and philosophy
theology poetics art psychology science and music as well as critical
perspective across the ages from dante s first critics to the present

United States Trotting Association Register

1825

however swiftly it passes youth is always with us a perpetual passing phase
an apprenticeship to the myriad ways of the world subject of panegyrics and
diatribes romances and cautionary tales from antiquity to our day this two
volume history is the first to present a comprehensive account of what youth
has been in the west and what it has meant through the ages brought together
by giovanni levi and jean claude schmitt a company of gifted historians and
social scientists traces the changing character and status of young people
from the gymnasia of ancient greece to the lyc�es of modern france from the
sweatshops of the industrial revolution to the crucibles of nazi youth
monumental in its scope minute in its attention to detail a history of young
people takes us into the sensational rituals surrounding youth in roman
antiquity such as the lupercalia with its nudity and whipping and into the
chivalric trials awaiting the privileged young of the middle ages elisabeth
crouzet pavan and michel pastoureau explore the elusive question of what
defines youth a concept that over time has reached from infancy to the age of
forty elliott horowitz and renata ago consider the young in the context of the
family within the different worlds of european judaism and catholicism through
the renaissance sabina loriga takes us through three centuries of military
experience to temper and complicate our assumptions about the youthful face of
war michelle perrot focuses on working class youth and jean claude caron on
the young at school the obedient and the rebellious are here the cherished and
the sacrificed the children catapulted into adult responsibility the adults who
have yet to forsake the protections of childhood what emerges in this history



as never before is a vast richly textured picture of youth as a changing
constant of culture society economics politics and art and as a uniquely
complex experience of acculturation in every life

The Life of Lorenzo De' Medici Called the Magnificent.
By William Roscoe. Vol. 1[-3]

2009

the 18th century neapolitan cr�che at the art institute of chicago which
contains over 200 figures arranged in a panorama of street life represents the
pinnacle of a rich artistic heritage this luxurious catalogue is the first to
study the cr�che in the context of art and music history essays explore the
neapolitan cr�che tradition and examine the design of chicago s example with
reference to other important cr�ches in europe and the united states entries on
individual figures identify the characters and types they represent as well as
their social and historical meaning and religious significance other entries
address groups of figures animals and cultural themes present in the cr�che
together the essays and entries highlight the astonishing realism and potent
symbolism of these figures which range from heavenly angels and the holy family
around the manger to street vendors and revelers feasting drinking and dancing in
a tavern

Boccaccio and the Book

1999

this handsome book offers a unified and fascinating portrait of leonardo as
draftsman integrating his roles as artist scientist inventor theorist and
teacher 250 illustrations

I primi gesuiti

2007

how portraits of artists during the renaissance helped create the first art
stars in modern history michelangelo was one of the biggest international art
stars of his time but being michelangelo was no easy thing he was stalked by
fans lauded and lambasted by critics and depicted in unauthorized portraits
still lives traces the process by which artists such as michelangelo d�rer and
titian became early modern celebrities artists had been subjects of biographies
since antiquity but renaissance artists were the first whose faces were



sometimes as recognizable as their art maria loh shows how this
transformation was aided by the rapid expansion of portraiture and self
portraiture as independent genres in painting and sculpture she examines the
challenges confronting artists in this new image economy what did it mean to be
an image maker haunted by one s own image how did these changes affect the
everyday realities of artists and their workshops and how did images of artists
contribute to the way they envisioned themselves as figures in a history that
would outlive them richly illustrated still lives is an original exploration of
the invention of the artist portrait and a new form of secular stardom

Taddeo and Federico Zuccaro

2010

in 2018 a conference of the international association for neo latin studies
took place in albacete humanity and nature arts and sciences in neo latin
literature this volume publishes the event s proceedings which deal with a broad
range of fields including literature history philology

A Bibliography of English Etymology

1982

the intellectual struggle for florence is an analysis of the ideology that
developed in florence with the rise of the medici during the early fifteenth century
the period long recognized as the most formative of the early renaissance
instead of simply describing early renaissance ideas this volume attempts to
relate these ideas to specific social and political conflicts of the fifteenth
century and specifically to the development of the medici regime it first shows
how the medici party came to be viewed as fundamentally different from their
opponents the oligarchs then explores the intellectual world of these
oligarchs the traditional culture as political conflicts sharpened some
humanists leonardo bruni and francesco filelfo with close ties to oligarchy
still attempted to enrich traditional culture with classical learning while
others such as niccol� niccoli and poggio bracciolini rejected tradition outright
and created a new ideology for the medici party what is striking is the extent to
which niccoli and poggio were able to turn a latin or classical culture into a
popular culture and how the culture of the vernacular remained traditional
and oligarchic
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